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CORRESPONDENCE

Reply to: “Comment on: Dual-energy CT quantitative imaging: A comparison
study between twin-beam and dual-source CT scanners [Med. Phys. 44(1),
171–179 (2017)]”

(Received 18 June 2018; revised 20 June 2018; accepted for publication 21 June 2018;
published 13 August 2018)

[https://doi.org/10.1002/mp.13068]

To the Editor,
First, the authors would like to thank Dr Saito for his

careful reading of our paper and the insightful comments
on the comparison between the two methods found in the
supplementary materials of our study. In supplementary
materials S3, we compared two methods to derive relative
electron density qe: Saito1 and Rho/Z, as implemented in
syngo.via (Siemens Healthineers, Forchheim, Germany).
Secondly, the authors would like to add further informa-
tion and point out differences between both methods of
extracting relative electron density qe from dual-energy
CT (DECT) images.

Saito 2012 started by assuming a linear relation between qe
and the weighted difference (DHU) of the two DECT images:

qe ¼ DHU=1000þ 1; where

DHU � ð1þ aÞHUH � aHUL:

where HUL/H are the CT numbers for the low (L) and high
(H) energies. In addition, to consider variabilities of different
CT scanners and imaging protocols used, two fit parameters
were added to the previous equation:

qe ¼ aDHU=1000þ b

Dr Saito is correct in stating that Eq. (14) from
H€unemohr et al.2, as used in the Siemens syngo.via Rho/Z
method, can be rewritten as Eq. (3) from Almeida et al.3

for the case a = b = 1, where the a in Almeida et al. is
equal to (ce�1) in H€unemohr et al. Dr Saito points out
correctly that his method, on average, results in smaller
discrepancies between extracted and reference qe values
for phantoms. However, the differences between Saito and
Rho/Z are not only due to the fitting equations. Following
personal correspondence with Siemens we can confirm
that syngo.via makes use of specific DECT calibrations
before producing the qe images. The syngo.via software
applies different calibrations depending on the object’s
diameter, the CT energy pair used, and the source-detector
distance, which are all used to extract the single-fit param-
eter (ce) from Eq. (14) from H€unemohr et al.2 In other
words, in the Rho/Z method ce is also dependent on
scanner variables.

In addition to the calibrations done prior to the calculation
of the qe images, syngo.via also applies an edge preserving
denoising algorithm, in which the optimal contrast-to-noise

ratio from the merged* DECT images is transferred to the
resulting qe images. Note that in our paper, the Saito method
was applied on the images extracted from the scanner soft-
ware without further postprocessing, as we believe was also
done in Saito 2012.

To help the reader understand the differences between the
methods, a model 062M phantom (CIRS Inc., Norfolk, VA)
was scanned with the dual-spiral mode of the SOMATOM
Definition CONFIDENCE© RT pro scanner (Siemens
Healthineers, Germany) at 80–140 kVp (without tin filtration
for the high-energy voltage) with a CTDIvol of approximately
20 mGy and reconstructed with kernel Q34 strength 3, which
includes beam-hardening correction for bone. The Saito and
Rho/Z methods were used to extract the qe images. For Saito,
a RMI 467 phantom (Gammex Inc. Middleton, WI) was also
scanned with the same protocol and used for calibration,
yielding the fit parameters: a = 1.0014, b = 0.9901, and
a = 0.9207. Figure 1 shows the errors between the calculated
and the reference values of the model 062M, calculated from
the manufacturer compositions (left panel), and qe images
using Saito (middle panel) and Rho/Z (right panel). The val-
ues in Fig. 1 result in a root-mean-square error over the
whole set of 0.88% for Saito and 1.72% for Rho/Z. In addi-
tion to the point made by Dr Saito on the average discrepan-
cies, we wish to point out that the standard deviation per
insert is on average a factor three higher for Saito when com-
pared to Rho/Z.

The authors appreciate the advantage of the Saito
three-parameter fit to characterize better the combination
of CT scanner, scan protocol and object dimensions and,
consequently, to produce more accurate qe values, as seen
in Fig. 3(e) of the supplementary materials of Almeida
et al. and in Fig. 1(left panel). However, the authors
believe that an edge preserving denoising algorithm could
also be applied to the Saito-qe images to yield a compara-
ble noise level to the images produced by Rho/Z (Fig. 1,
middle and right panels).

*The merged DECT images are obtained by mixing the low- and
high-energy images with a weighted sum (xlow � HUlow +
xhigh � HUhigh), where the optimal weighting factors are recom-
mended by the vendor for each specific scanner.
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FIG. 1. Left panel: relative difference, ðqrefe � qcalce Þ=qrefe , per insert between the mean value of the calculated qe and the reference, where the error bars represent
the standard deviation. Middle and right panels: middle slice of the qe images of the 062 M phantom using both methods, with a narrow window to visualize
noise.
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